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Hot summer temperatures can harm your battery â€” even if the damage doesn't become clear for a few months. Here's how to
keep your battery healthy during the summer. ... will not be obvious until you try to start your vehicle on a very cold winter day,
... Then the winter weather unfairly gets the blame.. When you think of a dead car battery, you probably think about it being the
... "Summer heat is the real culprit," said Rich White, executive director, Car ... If if malfunctions, allowing too high a charging
rate, your battery ... You can get more life out of your battery by making sure it is charging at the correct rate.. There are things
that you should never leave in a car in the summer, like pets ... Here are 10 things you should never leave in the car on a hot day.
... end up baking in the heat and getting damaged if you're not careful. ... Placing your device in direct sunlight can have
damaging consequences to the battery, .... After an hour, it can hit a whopping 140 degrees on a 95-degree day, ... “Every time
you get out of the car, empty out the trash,” says Dunn, “especially after ... Cans of soda, for example, can be problematic in
either hot or cold cars. ... In general, “it's important not to keep flammable liquids in your car, especially in summer,” .... (You
can't store actual electricity in a battery – just the energy.) ... So when it's blazing hot or freezing cold, the chemicals get worn
out more ... sitting in your car overnight during winter – the electrons are too cold to get excited.. Summer heat is tougher on car
batteries than winter's chill. ... assume that buying the same battery model you are replacing will get you the same results. ... And
the latest batch now being tested looks very promising. ... If you must store a vehicle for a long period of time, a battery tender
can help ensure that .... A long hot summer can do a number on your car battery. ... If you're feeling the heat, your car battery is
too. Prevent Summer Heat Damage ... up a carport or using a tree to make sure your car gets some shade during the day..
Driving in summer heat can take a toll on your car, but there are steps you can take to ... As summer approaches, it's important
to prepare for the hot weather ahead. ... If your coolant/antifreeze level is too low, it can cause overheating. ... worth having your
car's battery tested, or even replaced–getting a new battery altogether .... Whatever the vehicle, the reason and the season, you
want to be able to store the ... better, particularly for an older vehicle, even if the storage period is summer in the South. ... Drive
the car long enough to really warm up the engine and mix the stabilizer with ... The battery- powered car vacuum just doesn't
have the suction.. If you're really worried you could keep it in a cooler bag with an ice pack lol. Ou2mame ... Depending on
where you are, it can get insanely hot inside the car. ... Anywhere the air could get to would be dripping wet in a few minutes on
a good day. ... Every summer, I carry a cooler or cooler bag in my vehicle.. Now you can get much longer life from your car's
engine and save hundreds on gas. ... gas are lasting more than twice as long and running cooler on hot sunny days ... formula will
keep treatment by any lubricant will last the life of an your engine ... Hot weather . . . when you shut your engine down on a hot
summer day, .... Summer is a dangerous time to leave items in your hot car. ... cars, but what else should be taken out of a
vehicle, especially as the weather gets hotter? ... metal to reach incredibly hot temperatures making the glasses too hot to put on
your ... batteries can overheat or burst and the plastic parts can melt, leaving you with an .... But how much does the heat of a
Phoenix summer affect them? ... Are Car Batteries Affected by the Heat Like They Are by the Cold? ... or even kill a car
battery—but here in Phoenix, starting your car in a snowstorm isn't really a concern. Is it possible, though, that hot weather can
hurt your battery just like cold weather can?. If so does it mean you keep your batteries in with them too? ... it can get really hot
in a locked vehicle and that's not good for the batteries but it's ... We only get about 90º on the hottest days of summer.. we are
still in the low 80s .... Once the battery is damaged by heat, the capacity cannot be restored. ... that a battery kept in the trunk of
a car lasted one year longer than if positioned ... Cranking the engine a few times a day poses little stress on a starter ... cells, the
healthy cell gets stressed if the equalizing charge is applied carelessly.. You may notice that the battery no longer delivers three
or four hours of ... Or one day, its get-up- and-go has completely gotten-up-and-went. ... Like Queen Latifah would have sung in
the movie “Chicago,” if she was ... Does this mean that keeping your laptop in the trunk of your car on a hot summer day isn't a
good idea?

Turns out, your car battery can also get “parched” in the summer. ... What's more, hot temperatures can speed up the corrosion
process. ... comes, “Temps don't have to fall far to make starting a car too hard for a heat-weakened battery. ... These tips can
help you keep your car battery in heat-fighting shape.. Now you can get much longer life from your car's engine and save
hundreds on gas. ... Save fuel too (4%). 7. ... will keep your engine temperature lower to prevent overheating, engine Hot
weather . . . when you shut your engine down on a hot summer day, ... Cold weather puts a big strain on your battery and starting
motor.. With the dog days of summer upon us, high temperatures can take ... for hot summer months,” said John Nielsen, AAA
National Director of ... However, a few preventive maintenance steps can help keep your vehicle running smoothly.” ... but
summer heat can negatively impact your car's battery even more .... If you keep batteries in your car-where it gets really hot on a
summer day-will the batteries “die” faster? (I got brand new batteries and have them in a flashlight in ...
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